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BOOK REVIEWS
mary finocchiaro and michael bonomo aethe foreign language learner A guide for teachers
regents publishing co 1973 price 3953.95395

an excellent reference text for teachers insight in language teaching with suggestions
in ESL who are looking for help in both for implimentingimplementing cultural material in a
curriculum and classroom planning language learning program

it includes chapters on language the each chapter has a bibliography for
theories of language learning and developing additional reading on subjects covered in
a curriculum in addition to the expected the chapter in addition to an extensive
teaching of the features of language develop-
ing

general bibliography as an appendix
communication skills making effective an invaluable aid to new teachers in ESL

use ofmaterials and techniques of instruction is a ten page appendix of definitions of
and testing and evaluation useful terms in the second language field

there is also a short chapter on cultural

louise Ihirasawa and linda markstein developing reading skills advanced
newbury house publishers inc 1974 price 4954954.95

this excellent text designed to develop each text has student exercises on different
reading skills and expand general vocabulary aspects of english usage determiners pre-

positionsas a preparatory step toward reading and multiple word verbs synonyms
understanding college texts is composed of after each four chapters answers for all
twelve readings with comprehension texts exams are included at the back of the book

julia M dobson TESL REPORTERIVID
effective techniquestechniquesforenglishhorforbor englishconversation
groups price 3503.50350 A quarterly publication of thenewbury house publishers inc 1974

english language institute and the
an excellent reference book for ESL BATESL program of the brigham

conversation teachers with numerous sug-
gestions

young university hawaii campus
gestions for conducting beginning itoto
advanced groups information is given on editoreditoralicealiceallceaiice C pack
how to use improvisations dramas debates staff api hemi michael foley
visual and audio aids songs etc william gallagher

particularly helpful for a beginning or
inexperienced teacher are the seventeen articles relevant to teaching english
helpful hints for directing conversation as a second language in hawaii the
groups examples south pacific and asia may be

the more advanced students do most of submitted to the editor through
the talking or are bored while the less box 157 brigham young university
advanced students fail to participate hawaii campus laie oahubahu hawaii

the students are not interested in the 96762 manuscripts should be
conversation activity you have scheduled double spaced and typed not

you find yourself talking too much exceeding six pages

alice C pack




